FEATURES  (partial list)

THE OUT-LAW  Netflix  Dir: Tyler Spindel
OUTSIDE THE WIRE  Netflix  Dir: Mikael Hafström
AMERICAN ULTRA  Lionsgate  Dir: Nima Nourizadeh

MARVEL ONE-SHOT: ALL HAIL THE KING  Marvel Entertainment  Dir: Drew Pearce
ONE NIGHT SURPRISE  Cathay Audiovisual Global  Dir: Eva Jin
HANSEL & GRETEL: WITCH HUNTERS  Paramount Pictures  Dir: Tommy Wirkola

WANDERLUST  Universal Pictures  Dir: David Wain
ZOMBIELAND  Columbia Pictures  Dir: Ruben Fleischer

CLOVERFIELD  Paramount Pictures  Dir: Matt Reeves
A TEXAS FUNERAL  New City Releasing  Dir: W. Blake Herron
THE LAST MARSHAL  Filmtown Entertainment  Dir: Mike Kirton
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 3  Dimension Films  Dir: P.J. Pesce
AMONGST FRIENDS  Fine Line Features  Dir: Rob Weiss

TELEVISION  (partial list)

PEACEMAKER  (Season 1)  HBO Max  DIR: James Gunn
WAYS & MEANS  (Season 1)  CBS  EP: Mike Murphy, Ed Redlich
HAP AND LEONARD  (Season 3)  Sundance TV, Netflix  EP: Jim Mickle, Nick Damici, Jeremy Platt
WESTWORLD  (Utah; Season 1, 4 Episodes.)  Bad Robot, HBO  EP: Lisa Joy, Jonathan Nolan

THE SHANNARA CHRONICLES  (Pilot & Episode 102)  MTV  EP: Al Gough, Miles Millar, Jon Favreau
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN  (Season 1)  Entertainment One  EP: Juan Carlos Coto, Robert Rodriguez
COMPANY TOWN  (Pilot)  CBS  EP: Taylor Hackford, Bill Haber, Sera Gamble
REVOLUTION  (Pilot)  NBC  EP: Jon Favreau, Eric Kripke, Bryan Burk, J.J. Abrams
OUTLAW  (Pilot)  NBC  EP: Richard Schwartz, Amanda Green, Lukas Reiter
*FRINGE  (Pilot)  Fox  EP: Taylor Hackford
ELI STONE  (Pilot)  ABC  EP: Greg Berlanti, Marc Guggenheim
**LOST  (Season 1-2)  ABC  EP: Bryan Burk, Damon Lindelof, J.J. Abrams
JUSTICE  (Season 1, 2 Episodes)  Fox  EP: Jerry Bruckheimer, Jonathan Shapiro
FELICITY  (Seasons 1-3)  Touchstone Television  EP: J.J. Abrams, Brian Grazer, Matt Reeves
PROFILER  (Season 1)  NBC  EP: Kim Moses, Ian Sander, Stephen Kronish

COMMERCIALS  (partial list)

Microsoft, Miller Lite, McDonald's, AT&T, Autozone, Outback Steakhouse, Abode, ESPN, Budweiser, Mike's Hard Lemonade, Honda, Anti-Meth PSA, Axe, Free Credit Report, Georgia State Lottery, Crest, Glade

DIRECTORS  (partial list)

J.J. Abrams, Bryan Buckley, Russo Brothers, Danny Cannon, Darkfibre, Tom DeCerchio, Ruben Fleischer, Alex Graves, William Blake Herron, Spike Jonze, Danny Leiner, Seth MacFarlane, David McNally, Ken Olin, Arie Posen, Matt Reeves, Tom Routson, Kurt Spencer